ORDER

With the approval of the Competent Authority, the tenure of ad-hoc appointment of all the Under Secretaries is hereby extended for another six months beyond 31.12.2018 i.e. upto 30.06.2019 or till the posts are filled up on regular basis or till further orders, whichever is earlier.

2. These Under Secretaries are covered under this Department's Order No. 5/7/2011-CS.I(U), dated 11.08.2011 and subsequent several orders for promotion of Section Officers of the CSS to the Grade-I (Under Secretary) on ad-hoc basis.

3. This order will be applicable to all such officers who are continuously holding the post of Under Secretary on ad-hoc basis as per aforementioned orders. The continuation of the ad-hoc promotion beyond 31.12.2018 is subject to the conditions as mentioned in this Department's aforementioned orders.

Anil Tripathi
Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tele: 24629412
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